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ABSTRACT 
Software reliability is a wide issue, depending not on1y on the use of stable implementations ofwell-
reputed algorithms, but a1so on software design aspects. This philosophy is implemented in E4, a 
MATLAB Toolbox which uses state-space methods to achieve both, flexibility and reliability. E4 
supportsmany standard fonnulations suchas V ARMAX, econometricmodels in structural form, transfer 
functions or general linear state-space models. These models are estímated by exact maximum-
likelihood, under standard conditions, or in an extended framework that allows for measurement errors, 
missing data, vector GARCH errors and constraints on the parameters. Ready-to-use functions are 
provided [or model specification, preliminary estimation by subspace methods, analytic computation of 
the likelihood gradient and infonnation matrix, simulation, forecasting and signa! extraction. The core 
algorithms have been optimized for stability and numerical accuracy. In tbis aspect, the use of a 
computational platfonn such as MATLAB guarantees computational accuracy, portability and 
consistency between different hardware-software platfonns. Several examples illustrate the mainfeatures 
ofthe Toolbox. 
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Foreword 
This article describes the capacities and use of a MATLAB Toolbox for Time Series Analysis 
called E4. It can be dowilloaded from the URL: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
http://W.."/w.llcm.es/iuro/ioae/ e4 
The main materials provided at this address are: 
The source code of E4. It is included in a .zip file locked with the keyword "isf2000". It can be 
freely downlaaded for academic use, at least untill/1I0l. We reserve the right to change this 
palicy in the future, see the note below. 
A complete Refereoce Manual, see Terceiro et al. (2000), including a detailed description of a1l 
the public E4 functions and many examples. 
Source code and data for several E4 appIications and analyses, including the examples in the 
Reference Manual, see point 2) above, and those in Section 7 ofthis paper. 
Technical papers (including tbis one), eitherpublished orin draft, describing the operating details 
of many functions. 
5) A "Beta Test Corner", where we post useful functions in different degrees of development and 
testing. 1t ¡neludes a preliminary documentation for these functions. Many ofthem will become 
part of a future «officia'" E4 release. 
6) Contaet ¡nfonnation about the members ofthe E4 deve10pment team and the current Applieation 
Adminístrator. Questions and bug reports should be sent to the Application Administrator. We 
will try to aoswer as many as possible. 
Conditions oC use and disclaimers 
The E4 WEB page is now under beta testing. Tbis means that the information included and its 
strueture wíll ehange in tbe next months. Also, sorne links and options may not work adequate1y. By 
7/31100 we expect to have a fully operative page. 
The current version of E4 is stable and thorough1y tested, but only mns 00 MATLAB 4.x. 
During thls surnmer we will update it to support both, MATLAB 4.x and 5.x reJeases. We fouod sorne 
numericaI problems in MATLAB 5.1 and 5.2, so we advise upgrading to 5.3 before usiog our Toolbox. 
Until1l1l01 the Toolbox is licensed for academic use. Thls means that you ean down1oad the 
code, test it and use it both, for teaching and research purposes. Ifyou consider that an acknowledgment 
is due, it will be enougb to mention the use ofE4 and to provide the URL of our WEB page. 
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1. Introduction 
Trus paper describes a MATLAB Toolbox for econometric modeling oftime series. Its llame, 
E4, refers to the Spanish Estimación de modelos Econométricos en Espacio de los Estados, meaning 
"State-Space Estimation ofEconometric Models." 
E4 makes up for the Iack arpe software for estimating econometric models by exact maximum 
likelihood. The maio model supported is a general state-space (SS) form with fixed-parameters. On this 
basis, the Toolbox supports also many standard fonnulations such as V ARMAX (Vector 
AutoRegressíve MovingA verage with eXogenous variables), structural econometricmodels and síngle-
output transfer functions. AlI these models can be estimated: a) by themselves or in composite 
fonnulations, b) unconstramed or subject to linear andlor nonlinear constraints on the parameters, and 
c) under standard cooditioos (i.e .. with fuIl infonnation and homoscedastic errors) or io ao extended 
framework that allows for observation errors, missing data and vector GARCH (Generalized 
AutoRegressive Conditional Heteroscedastic) errors. 
Statistical and econometric packages such as SAS, S-PLUS, SPSS, PcGive and STAMP have 
adequate "eanned" options for standard time series modeling in a fast and mendly environment. Whereas 
tbis approach is adequate for many users, time series research ofien needs additional reliability and 
.t1exibility. E4 may attend these spedal needs through several unique features: 
1) 
2) 
Implementation in source code running on MAlLAB, wruch meaos that: 
It is embedded in a powerful prograrnming environment, able to alleviate mundane (but 
important) ehares as: generating calendar variables, estimating the same model for 
severa! sub-samples or importing and exporting data. 
The Toolbox is modular and reusable. Thls has two irnmediate implications. First, 
specific functions can be discarded and easily replaced by code designed according to 
other requirements. Second, if a function is found interesting, it can be irnmediately 
integrated in other MATLAB application(s). 
We deve10ped the Toolbox in a Windows 98/InteJ environment, but it is immediately 
portable to other platfonns where MA TLAB implementations are available, including 
DEC Alpha, HP 9000, IBM RS/6000, Linux, Maeintosh (68000 .nd Power M.e) VMS 
andSUN. 
The Toolbox was designed bottom-up for research, meaning that: 
Econometric functions provide complete output of computational results _ e.g., the 
gaussian infonnation matrix or tbe likelihood gradient on convergence - which can be 
used ex-post to implement spedal tests or any calculation not supported specifically. 
The Toolbox architecture has beeo designed to satisfY the needs of a sophisticated user, 
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3) 
requiring accurate information about aI1 its computational aspects and easy-to-use 
expansion capacities. 
The code has been carefulIy optimized for numerical accuracy and robustness. 
Important computations are done using the equivalent state-space formulation 01 the model. 
Tbis feature has several implications: 
SS methods aUow for certain computations and analyses that would otherwise be 
impossible, such as modeling samples with missing data or observation errors. Theyalso 
allow us to use many well-tested numerical procedures, coming mainly from the 
aerospace engineering world. 
The code perfonning complex and fragile computations - such as like1ihood evaluation 
or forecasting - is concentrated in a single function, which performance can be 
exhaustively tested. 
It is well known that SS methods can be difficult to use directly even for seasoned 
researchers. However, E4 users do not need to understand nor handle the SS 
formulation, as the library ¡neludes many interface functions that manage the necessary 
conversions fromlto tbe conventional representation ofthe model. 
Relyiog 00 a core of SS computational functions, surrounded by interface functions, 
make the Toolbox easy to extend, as implementing a new model which has a SS 
equivalent representation ooly requires coding a new interface routine or what we call 
a ''user function", see Terceiro et al. (2000). 
These features of E4 have pros and cons. Specifically, running in a pseudo-compiling 
environmeot and emphasis on accuracy implies slow performance. We do not see tms as a serious 
inconvenience, as econometric mode1ing seldorn requires real-time feedback. However, speedier 
cornputatioos can be obtained easily by tuning sorne system parameters, or with sorne effort by 
translating critical functions to a lower leve! language, such as C, or generating :MEX files trom the 
source code, seeMATI..AB (1992) and MATLAB (1996). On the other hand, this emphasis onaccuracy 
and robustness has many advantages for the researcher, see McCullough and Vinod (1999). 
In Section 2 we introduce SS representations used by E4• Section 3 discusses the fonnulation 
ofseveral standard models such as the structural econometric model, V ARMAX, and transfer functions. 
It also documents the functions provided by E4 to define them. 
Sections 4 and 5 discuss different cases of model combination. First, several simple models can 
be combined into a single formulation, caIled a "composite model". This option, documented in Section 
4, allows one to deal with special situations such as unit roots, observation errors or multiple seasonal 
factors. Section 5 concentrates in the combination ofa simple model for the (conditional) mean ofthe 
time series with a conditional heteroscedastic roodel (GARCH) for the errors. 
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Section 6 describes briefly the state-space algorithms employed for likelihood computation, 
forecasting, smootbing and simulation. These procedures handle transparent!y missing va!ues and initiaI 
conditions ofKalman filter. Complete technical details are provided in severa! cited books and articles. 
Section 7 illustrates the use of E4 by meaos of complete input and output data for severa! 
applications to real data, including ARIMA estimation and forecasting; estimation and smoothing of an 
unobserved components rnodel; estimation and diagnosis of a V ARMA model and estirnation of a 
bivariate model with vector GARCH errors. 
Finally, Section 8 pro vides sorne concludiog remarks and the Appendix surnmarizes the main E4 
functions. 
2. State-Space models 
State-space models provide an elegant and unified way to describe a wide class of linear 
stochastic processes, including as particular cases many standard formulations such as ARIMA and 
V ARMAX. Also, the SS framework simplifies the analysis in nonstandard situations such as errors in 
variables, Terceiro (1990, Chapter 3), conditionaI heteroscedastic errors, Harvey, Ruiz and Sentana 
(1992), random coefficients, Swamyand Tavlas (1995), or structuraI time series models, Harvey (1989). 
2.1 The state-space model with fixed coefficients 
The fixed-coefficients SS formulation supported by E4 is: 
X td :: <Px, + ru, + Ew, (1) 
Z, = Hx, +Dut + Cv, (2) 
where x t is a (n xl) vector of state variables, lit is a (r xl) vector of exogenous variables, Zt is a 
(m xl) vector of observable variables, wt and v, are white noise processes such that: 
E[w,] = O, E[,.,] = O (3) 
(4) 
being Q and R positive semi-definite matrices. q" r) E, H, D, C, Q, R and S are matrices constant 
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over time, see Terceiro (1990). 
Example 2.1 (SS representation of standard econometric models ). Any linear econometric 
model with fixed parameters can be represented in the SS form (1)-(4). Therefore, numerical or 
statistical procedures developed for the SS model can be applied to aH the particular cases. This is the 
basic idea implemented in E4. 
Consider the weH-known airline madel: 
where EI~iidN( O, (J~) and Y I is log-transformed. Its equivalent representation in the fonn (1)-(4) is: 
o O O 81 
O O O O 
xt +1 x, + E, 
O O O el 
O O O O eje¡ 
y, = [] O O o]xt + El 
where Q = R :;; S :;; (J~ and the state dimension is n:;; 12. Literature propose several conversian 
procedures from the standard representation of a model to the equivalent SS fonn, see Terceiro (1990). 
Example 2.2 (Unobserved components time series model). The AR.IMA process in previous 
example corresponds approximately to the unobselVed components model: 
where Tt is the trend component, representing the long-tenn behavior of the series, St is the seasonal 
component, associated to persistent parteros repeated along a season, and el is an irregular component. 
The trend component follows a particular case ofthe «stochastic trend model", see Harvey (1989), 
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implying that the trend in 1+ 1 is equal to the trend in t plus a random walk change ofthe trend, !:ll. The 
seasonal component follows a monthly "dummy seasonal" model, where the sum of the seasonal 
components over ayear is a random disturbance. The errors tenns 11
1
, w
l 
and el are gaussian white 
noise processes with an instantaneous covariance matrix: 
Far more details about these models, see Harvey (1989). This class ofmodeJs is supported by 
E4 through the use offonnuJation (1)-(4). In this case, the SS representation is: 
Tt+ j O O O O T, O O 
~1+1 O O O O O LI, 1 O 
St+l O O -1 -] -1 -1 S, O 1 
S, O O O O O SI_l O t,] + SI-[ O O O O O SI_2 O O wt 
SI_9 O O O O O O SI_lO O O 
T, 
LI, 
S, 
y, = [1 O ] O O 
. OJ 
St-l 
St-2 
+ e, 
with: 
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ra~ ° 1 [0] Q= S=, R o a~. o 
2.2 The steady-state innovations model 
A particular case of (1 )-(2) is tbe steady-state innovations SS model, see Anderson and Moore 
(1979), defined by: 
(5) 
(6) 
Comparing (5)-(6) with (1)-(2) it is immediate to see that, in this formulation, the errors in the 
state and observation equations are the same and e == l. 
The relevanee ofthis case lies in two facts: a) many econometric models in SS have the steady-
state irmovations structure, see e.g., the SS representation in Exarople 2.1, and b) when applied to a SS 
model with tbis structure, the forecasting, filtering and smoothing algorithms have special convergence 
properties, which allow the implementation of very effident and stable computational procedures, see 
CasaIs, Sotoca and Jerez (1999) and Casals, Jerez and Sotoca (2000). 
2.3 The state-space representation in E4 
2.3.1 THD format 
E4 employs the SS representation (1 )-(4) for most computations. However, the SS formulation 
is not adequate for manipulation and storage. Therefore, .s stores the description of a model in a more 
convenient intennediate format called "THD". Any THD format specification is composed of two 
matrices: theta and din, wruch contain, respectively, the values of the model parameters and a 
description of its dynamic structure. Besides of theta and din, a model can be docurnented by an 
optional character matrix lab, which contains names for the parameters in theta. While sorne ana1yses 
may require sorne editing of theta and lab, most users wiIl never need to handle the matrix din. 
Therefore, in E4 defining a model consists of a) creating its parameter matrices by means 
MATLAB cornmands and b) feeding these matrices to an E4 interface function, which generates theta, 
din and lab. 
Example 2.3 (Defining parameter matrices). The following MATLAB cornmands initialize 
five matrices, which could be used to define a model in THD format: 
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A=[-.8 NaN;.l O}) 
Sigma1=[1 .1; .12]; 
Sigma2={1 2) .12]; 
Sigrna3=[1¡2] ) 
Sigma4=(1 NaN;NaN 2]; 
The first command generates the matrix: 
A=[-·80] 
.1 ° 
where the parameter in the position (1,2) is constrained to remain in its present null value because it has 
been defined using NaN. The zero element in the position (2,2) defines a parameter with a null starting 
value, which will be allowed to change during the estimation process. The second and tlrird commands 
define different matrices but, when interpreted as covariance matrices by an E4 function, they are 
equivalent because the upper triangle is in fact ignored. 
[ 1 .1] 1: =1: = 1 2 .1 2 
The fourth cornmand defines the covariance matnx: 
where the off-diagonal elements are constrained to remain at its present null values. Finally, the last 
cornmand is a valid MATLAB sentence but, when interpreted as a covariance matrix by an E4 function, 
will generate an error message due to the presence of NaN 
2.3.2 Defining SS and nnobserved components time series models 
The function ss2thd translates the SS representation (1)-(4) to THD format. Its syntax is: 
[theta, din, labJ = ss2thd(Phi, Gam, E, H, D, e, Q, s, R}; 
where the input arguments correspond to the parameter matrices in (1)~(4). 
Example 2.4 (Unobserved components time series model). Considerthe model frorn Example 
2.2, with O'~ ==.1, 0'; == 2 and o!= 1. To define this model with E4 it is first necessary to ohtain its SS 
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representation: 
phi=zeros(l3,13) ; phi(l,l)=l; Phi(l,2)=1; Phi(2,2)=l; Phi(3,13)=-l; 
for i=3:12 Phi(3,i)=-1; 
Phi(i+l,i)=l; 
end E=zeros(13,2); E(2,1)=1I E(3,2)=1¡ 
H=zeros(1,13); H(1,1)=1; H(l,3)=1; 
e=[l]; Q"'[.l; 1.0); s=[O; O]; R=[2.0]¡. 
afterwards, the THD form is obtained and displayed using the function prtmod: 
[theta, din, lal?] = ss2thd(PhL [], E, A, [J, e, Q, s, R); 
prtmod(theta, d~n, lab); 
and the output is: 
*************************** Model *************************** 
Native ss ruodel 
1 endogenous V., O exogenous v. 
seasona1ity: 1 
SS vector dimension: 13 Parameters (* denotes constrained parameter) \ 
PHI(I,l) 1.0000 
PHI(2,1) 0.0000 
PHI(3,!) 0.0000 
PHI(4,1) 0.0000 
PHI (S,!) 0.0000 
PHI(6,1l 0.0000 
PHI(7,1) 0.0000 
PHI(8,1l 0.0000 PHI(9,1) 0.0000 
PHl(IO,l) 0.0000 
PHI(ll,l) 0.0000 
PHI(121) 0.0000 
PHI(13;1) 0.0000 
... (part of this listinq has been deliberately omitted] 
Q(1,1) Q{2,2) 
S{I,l) 
S (2, 1) 
R(l,l) 
0.1000 
1.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
2.0000 
Ifthe model is to be estimated, all the parameters except the vanances should keep its present values. 
These fixed-value constraints can be imposed with the additional cornmands: 
theta =[theta ones(214,l)J; theta(210,2)= O; theta{211(2)= O; 
theta{214,2)= o; 
prtmod(theta, din, lab); 
and the resulting output is ídentical to previous output, where the constrained parameters are marked 
with an asterisk. 
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3. Simple models 
It would be arduous if we had to define manualIy the matrices in (1 )-(4) for every model 
Therefore, E4 provides functions to create these matrices for frequentlyused models. Thefollowing table 
describes the models specifically supported, as well as the combinations of options available: 
Support for: Missing Stationarity/ GARCH 
Simple models data Nonstationarity errors 
VARMAX YES YES YES 
Structural econometric YES YES NO 
Single-output transfer functions YES YES YES 
State-Space (including unobserved YES YES YEst 
components time series models) 
t Only for models m steady-state mnovatlOns form 
This Section describes both, the fonnulation ofthese models and the functions supporting them. 
Besides "simple models", the Toolbox supports a new concept called "composite models". Composite 
modeIs are given by a combination of two or more simple models into a more complex formulation, 
allowing unusual features such as multiple seasonal patterns or observation errors. This optian is 
described in Section 4. 
3.1 Structural econometric models 
A structural econometric ruodel can be fonnuJated as: 
FR(B) FS(B s)y, " G(B)", + AR(B)AS(B s) e, (7) 
where S denotes the length ofthe seasonal period, B is the backshift aperator, such that for any sequence 
XI: B ±fe XI = X''I'k' and YI is a (m x 1) vector of endogenous variables, uI is a (rx 1) vector of exogenous 
variables, el 1S a (m x l) vector ofwhite noise errors and 
FR(B) " FR, +FR,B + 000 +FRpBP ; FS(Bs) " FS, + FS,B s + .. 0 + FS¡J3soP 
G(B) = Go + GtB + ... + GgB g ; AR(B) = ARo + ARJB + ... + ARqB q 
AS(B) " AS, + AS,B s + o o + AS"BsoQ 
The characteristic feature ofthis formulation consists of allowing for a contemporary relationship 
II 
between the endogenous variables, given by the matrices FRo and FSo' This fonnulation includes, as 
particular cases, the linear regression model and the simultaneous equations model. 
E4 implementation. The function str2thd abtain the TI-ID specmcation for structural 
econometric models: 
[theta,din,labl = str2thd([FRO 
[ARO 
FRp] , [FSO 
ARq] , [ASO 
FSps), ... 
ASqs],v,s, [GO 
where v is the error covariance matrix and r is the number of exogenous variables. 
Gg] ,r) 
Example 3.1 (Defining structural econometric models). Consider the model: 
~(I -.3) (-A 0) 1 [Yu] (.3 0) [uu] [eh] ,Jeu] (10) ~ -.7 1 + .5 O B Yl
1 
:= O .5 Uu + el/ y l e 21 = O .9 
The first step to obtain its definition in THD fonnat consists of defining the input arguments to str2thd. 
This can be done with the following MAnAB cornmands: 
FRO==( 1 -.3; -.7 1 J; FR1=[-.4 NaN; .5 NaN); 
GO =[ .3 NaN; NaN .5), v =[1.0 .9]; 
and afterwards, the TI-ID fonn is obtained and displayed with: 
[theta, din, lab) = str2thd([FRO FRl),[],[],[],v,l,!GOj,2); 
prtmod(theta, din, lab); 
and the output is: 
*************************** Model *************************** 
Structural model (innovations model) 
2 endogenous v., 2 exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 2 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameter) : 
FRO (1,1) 1. 0000 
FRO(2,1l -0.7000 
FRO(1,2) -0.3000 
FRO(2,2) 1.0000 
FR1(1,1) -0.4000 
FR1{2,1) 0.5000 
GO(l,l} 0.3000 
GO(2,2} 0.5000 
Vl1,l} 1.0000 
V(2,2) 0.9000 
************************************************************* 
E4 includes a function to obtain the SS model matrices from the THD representation of any 
model. Its general syntax is: 
12 
[Phi, Gam, E, H, D, e, Q, S, R] = thd2ss(theta, din); 
and the autput corresponding to tbis example is: 
Phi == 
0.3165 O 
-0.2785 O 
Gam = 
0.1202 0.0601 
-0.1058 -0.0529 
E 
0,4006 0.1202 
-0.3525 -0.1058 
H 
1 O 
O 1 
o ~ 
0.3797 0.1899 
0.2658 0.6329 
e 
1.2658 0.3797 
0.8861 1.2658 
Q 
1.0000 O 
O 0.9000 
S = 
1.0000 O 
O 0.9000 
R~ 
1. 0000 O 
O 0.9000 
3.2 V ARMAX models 
The V ARMAX model is defined by: 
FR(B) FS(B s)y, ~ G(B)u, + AR(B)AS(B s) E, (8) 
where Yt , ut • et are defined in (7) and: 
FR(B) ~ [+ FRtB + ... + FRpBP; FS(B s) ~ [+ FStB s + ... + FSpBs,p 
G(B) ~ G, + GtB + ... + G,B' ; AR(B) ~ [+ ARtB + ... + AR,B' 
AS(B) ~ [+AStBs + ... +ASQBs'Q 
E
4 
implementation. The function arma2thd obtains the TlID specification for V ARMAX 
models: 
ftheta,din,lab] ~ arma2thd{[FR1 
[AR1 FRp], [FS1 ARq], [ASl 
13 
FSps) , ... 
ASqs],v,s,[GO ... Gg),r) 
The input arguments are analogous to that of str2thd. 
Example 3.2 (Defining VARMAX models): The model: 
Vea,) = [
.9 o] 
O .9 
can be defined in TIID fonnat and displayed with the following MATLAB commands: 
FRl =[-.8 NaN; -.5 -.7); 
FR2 =[-.45 NaN¡ NaN NaN); 
FSl =[-.2 NaN; NaN -.3]; 
ARl =[-.4 NaN; NaN -.3]; 
v =(.9 .9J; [theta, din, lab] = arma2thd((FRl 
prtmod(theta, din, lab); 
FR2], [Fsl], (ARl], (] ,v,4J; 
Note that an empty matrix, (), should appear where the model does not inelude the 
corresponding structure. In tbis case there was no seasonal moving average factor. Finally, the output 
displayed by prtmod is the followmg: 
*************************** Model *************************** 
VARMAX model (innovations model) 
2 endogenous v., o exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 4 
SS vector dimension: 12 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameterl : 
FRl(l,l) -0.8000 
FRl (2,1) -0.5000 
FRl(2,2) -0.7000 
FR2(1,1) -0.4500 
FS1(1,1) -0.2000 
FS1(2,21 -0.3000 
AR1(1,11 -0.4000 
AR1(2,21 -0.3000 
V(l,l) 0.9000 
Yl:*:l*************~*~~~~************************************ 
3.3 Transfer functioo models 
The tbird simple specification is the single-output transfer function model, which can be formulated as: 
y, 
",(B) 
+ -'-1/ + 
o,(B) " 
8(B) e(B s) e 
q,(B) <!l(B s) , 
(9) 
where YI is the value ofthe endogenous variable at time t, Ut=[U11,· .. ,urt is a (rxl) vector of 
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exogenous variables, c, is a white noise error and 
Ül¡(B);;;;; ÜliO+ÜlilB+Wi2B2+",+Will¡BII¡; ¡=1,2, .. ,r 
~,(B) ;;;;; 1 + ~ilB + .. + ~illd,Bl1dl : i = l,2, ... ,r 
<I>(B);;;;; 1 +<I>¡B+ ... +<I>pBP; cll(B s);;;;; 1 +<P]Bs+ ... +<PpBP-S 
O(B);;;;; 1+0IB+ ... +6qBQ ;e(B s) = l+E>¡Bs+ ... +E>QBQ·s 
E4 implementation. The function tf2thd obtains the THD format for transfer functions: 
ftheta,din,lab) ;;;;; tf2thd((frl .•. frp], [fs1 ... fsps], ..• 
(arl ... arq],[as1 ... asqsJ,v,s,(wl; ... ; wr),[d1; ... ; drJl; 
Example 3.3 (Defining transrer runctions). Given the transfer function: 
_ .3 + .6B (3B 4B') .3B 1 - .8B , y, - --- U¡I +. +. u" + ---="----,-11 + --- e . 0
0
:= 1 
1-.5B 1-.1B-.2B2 31 1-.6B" ~ 
its definition in THD format is obtained as follows: 
w1 [.3.6 NaNJ; dl = (-.5 NaN]; 
w2 (NaN.3.4]; d2 = [NaN NaN]; 
w3 [NaN.3 NaN]; d3 = [-.1 -.2]; 
fr [-.6]; ar = [-.B); 
v [1. O); 
[theta,din, lab) =tf2thd (fr, [] ,ar, (1 , v, 1, [w1;w2;w3) , [dI; d2;d3] ) ; 
prtmod(theta,din,labl; 
and the corresponding prtmod output is: 
*************************** Model *************************** 
Transfer function model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous v., 3 exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 5 
Parameters 1* denotes constrained parameter) : 
FR(l,l) -0.6000 
AR{1,l) -0.8000 
W1(1,1) 0.3000 
Wl(2,11 0.6000 
W2(2,1) 0.3000 
W2{3(1) 0.4000 
W3(2,1) 0.3000 
D1(1,1) -0.5000 
D3(1,1) -0.1000 
D3(2,1) -0.2000 
V(l,l) 1.0000 
************************************************************* 
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4. Composite models 
A model that combines the fonnulation of several models is called a composite model. E4 aUows 
for two types ofmodel composition: nested models and component models. 
First, a model is said to be nested if it is constructed by a combination of multiplicative factors. 
For example, the famous airline model can be viewed as the result of nestmg a regular IMA(I, 1) process 
with a seasonal IJvfA(I,I) process. 
On the other hand, a component model is obtamed by the addition of several dynamic structures. 
For example, one could define the model for a trend-cycle decomposition by adding an ARIMA model 
for the trend and an ARMA model fer the cycle. 
The following sub-sections provide details and examples about the implementation of composite 
models in E4• 
4.1 Nested models 
E4, allows for two types ofmodel nesting: nesting in inputs and nesting in noise. 
4.1.1 Nesting in inputs 
A model is said to be nested in inputs ir sorne exogenous variable is substituted by a model 
describing its dynamic and stochastic structure. After doing so, the exogenous variables become 
endogenous and, therefore, we can also describe tbis operation as "endogeneization". The following 
example illustrates in a general SS framework: 
Example 4.1 (Endogeneization). Following Terceiro (1990), the SS approach to 
endogeneization proceeds as follows. Assume that the model for the vector Yt is: 
whereas the exogenous variables, "t' follow the model: 
X/+l = q,bX,b + Ebw,b 
" = Hbxb + CbV b , , , 
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(lO) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
being the errors in (10)-(11) and (12) (13) -
- mutualIy rndependent. Substituting (13) in (10)-(11) yields: 
Eqs. (14) and (12) can be easily combined in a single state equation: 
and Eqs. (15) and (13) can be combined in a single observation equation: 
[y,] ~ [H' D'H'j{X:] + [c' D'c'l{v:] lit O H b b O eb b 
X t VI 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
E
4 
implementation. To obtain in E4 the THD formulation of a d 1 d" 
should follow a three step procedure. mo e neste 10 mputs, arre 
Step 1) Obt~n the THD forrnulation of the models fer the endogenous and exogenous variables . 
functtons as anna2thd or tf2thd. ' usmg 
Step 2)Feed th~ THD :orms obtained to the function stackthd, which arranges the indi id 1 THD 
formats mto a slOgle ("stacked") nm descriptioo. The syntax is: v ua 
[theta, din, lab) = stackthd(tl, dI, t2, d2, 11, 12); 
where the input argument 1 
s t , dI, 11 and t2, d2, 12 are the THD fonos obtained in St 
1). Ifnecessary, the output arguments can be feed a in t '. ep 
lh t ki ga o stackthd, to contmue recurslVely e s ac ng process. 
Step 3) Translate the stacked model to the final nested fa 1 t- - he _ 
ynt . finU a Ion uStng t fimction nest2thd which s ax IS: ' 
[theta, din, lab) = nest2thd(theta d-
, ~n, nestwhat, lab); 
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where the input arguments theta, din and lab were the final results of Step 2), and nestwhat 
is a binary flag to choose between nesting in ¡nputs (ir nestwhat is equal to one) or in eITors (if 
nestwhat is equal to zero). 
Example 4.2 (Endogeneization in a transfer funetion): Given the transfer function: 
where 11
11 
is such that (1 - .7B)ull = al; o~ = .3. In a standard analytic framework, obtaining 
forecasts for Y
I 
requires first to forecast the exogenous variable, 1I u' and afterwards feed these forecasts 
to the model. An endogeneized model is ao effective way to: a) perfonn both steps as a single operation 
and b) taking into aecount the uneertainty affectiog the forecasts for the input, which are ofien ignored 
by standard software. The code required to follow steps 1) to 3) is: 
Step 1) Obtain the THD representation ror both models: 
w1 == [ .3.61; dI = [-.51; 
fr = [-.6); ar = [-.8]; 
v = [1.0J; [tl,dl, 11) =tf2thd (fr, [) , ar, [) ,v, 1, [wl] , [dI] ) ¡ 
[t2,d2, 12)=arma2thd(-. 7, [], [J, [), .3,1); 
Step 2)Combine the model for the endogenous variable with the model for the input into a single 
"stacked" THD representation: 
[theta, din, lahJ = stackthd(tl, dI, t2, d2, 11, 12); 
Step 3)Translate the stacked model to the final nested formulation and display a description ofits 
structure: 
[theta, din, lahJ == nest2thd(theta, din, 1, lab); 
prtmod(theta,din,lab); 
The output frorn prtmod is: 
*************************** Model *************************** 
Nested model in inputs (innovations model) 
2 endogenous v., O exogenouE v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 3 
Submodels: 
I Transfer function made1 (innovations model) 
1 endogenouE v., 1 exogenouS v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 2 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameterl : 
FR(I,I) -0.6000 
AR(I,1) -0.8000 
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Wl(l,l) 
W1(2,1) 
D1 (1,1) 
V(l,l) 
0.3000 
0.6000 
-0.5000 
1.0000 
VARMAX fiodel (innovations fiodel) 
1 endogenouE v., O exogenous v. 
SeaEonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 1 
Parameters {* denotes constrained parameter) : 
~R1(1,1) -0.7000 
V(l,l) 0.3000 
} 
************************************************************* 
Note that the resulting model has two endogenous variables, Y, and llU' and no exogenous 
variable. 
4.1.2 Nesting in errors 
Nesting in errors eonsists of defimng the noise structure of an econometric model as a 
rnultiplicative combination of several dynamic faetors. The only requisite for these factors is that their 
SS equivalent representationshould be aninnovations model, see (5H6). Tbis is not asevere restriction, 
as most simple rnodels supported by E4 satisry it. Two relevant applications of tbis type of nesting 
consist 0[; a) separating umt roots from stationary or invertible factors and b) representing a time series 
with multiple seasonal cyc1es. 
Example 4.3 (Unit roots). Assume the following ARIMA(1,1,O) model: 
2 (1 - .7B)Vz, = al ; (Ja = .2 
where V ¡¡; 1 - B . The standard procedure to deal with non-stationary processes like tbis consists of 
eliminating the unit root by differencing the time series. For sorne applications - e.g., forecasting the 
level ofthe time series, ZI' or interpolating rnissing values - it is more convement to work direetlywith 
the factored AR(2) model: 
(1 - .7B)(1 - B)z, o a, 
The THD fonnat ofthis model is obtained and displayed with the following code: 
[ti, dI, 11] 
[t2, d2, 12] 
[ts, ds, lE] 
[tn, dn, in] 
prtmod(tn, dn, 
arma2thd([-1], [J, [J, el, 1, 1); 
arma2thd([-.7J, [], [J, [], .2,1); 
stackthd(tl, dI, t2, d2, 11, 12); 
nest2thd(tE, ds, O, ls); 
In) ; 
and the eorresponding prtmod output is: 
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*************************** Model *************************** 
Nested mode1 in errors (innovations mode1) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 2 
submodels: 
{ 
VARMAX model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous V., O exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 1 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameter) : 
FRl(l,l) -1.0000 
VARMAX model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous V., O exogenous v. 
~~a~~~~;~taim!nsion: 1 
Parameters (* denotes constrained pararneter) : 
FR1(1,1) -0.1000 
V(l,l) 0.2000 
1************************************************************ 
where the anly error variance relevant for nest2thd is that ofthe nested made!. 
Example 4.4 (Multiple seasonal factors). Consider a time series observed once each ten days, 
z¡> with the following structure: 
V,;v,V,Vz, = (1 - .6B")(1 - .7B')(1 - .8B')(1 - .9B)a, ' 0;=.2 
where '1",(1 - B"),V, = (1 - B 9 ) .nd V, = (1 - B'). 
The TlID representation of this model can be obtained with: 
[tl, dI, 11] '" arma2thd([], [-1], [J, [-.6],1,36); 
[t2, d2, 12] "" arma2thd( [], [-1], [], [-.1] \ 1, 9); 
[t3, d3, 13} '" arma2thd{[-1), (-1), [-.9), -.8], .2, 3); 
[ts1, dsl, ls1] '" stackthd(tl, dI, t2, d2, 11, 12); 
[ts2, ds2
i 
ls2] "" stackthd(ts1, dsl, t3, d3, ls1, 13); 
[tn, dn, n) '" nest2thd(ts2, ds2, O, 152); 
prtmod(tn, dn, In); 
and the correspanding autput is: 
*************************** Mode1 *************************** 
Nested model in errors (innovations model) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 36 
SS vector dimension: 49 
Submodels: 
{ 
VARMAX mode1 (innovations ruode1) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenous v. 
~~a~~~~;~taim~~5ion: 36 
Parameters (* denotes constrained 
FSl(l,1) -1.0000 
AS1 (1, 1) -0.6000 
VARMAX ruodel (innovations model) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenoUS v. 
parameter) : 
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} 
Seasonality: 9 
SS vector dimension: 9 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameter) : 
FS1{l,l) -1.0000 
ASl{l,l) -0.1000 
VARMAX model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenoU5 v. 
~~a~~~~;;talm~n5ion: 4 
Parameters (* denotes constrained pararneter) : 
FRl(l,l) -1.0000 
FS1(l,l) -1.0000 
ARl{l,l) -0.9000 
ASl{l,l) -0.8000 
V(I,1) 0.2000 
************************************************************* 
4.2 Component models 
A component madel is defined as the sum of severa! components, having all of them a simple 
or composite model describing its particular features. Two important cases of component models are 
Structural Time Series Models (STSM), see Harvey (1989) and models with observation errors see 
Terceiro (1990). ' 
E4 implementation. A component madel is defined in E4 fullowing a three step procedure, very 
~i~l~ to that d~scribed in Section 4.1 for nested models. In fact, Steps 1) and 2) are identica1. Step 3) 
IS sHIular, replacmg the call to nest2thd for a similar call to comp2thd. The syntax ofthis function is: 
[theta, din, lab] = comp2thd(ts, ds, ls); 
where the input arguments ts, ds and Is are the stacked THD fonnat ofthe models to be composed. 
Example 4.5. (The HP filter model). As it is well known, the famous Hodrick and Prescott 
(1980) filter implicitly assumes that the series follows the unobserved components model: 
Y, 
wh.ich is again a particular case ofthe "stochastic trend model", see Harvey (1989) and Example 2.2. 
This model can also be written as an integrated random-walk witb a white noise observation error: 
Y, 
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(I-B)T,.¡" ~, 
and ll¡ and el are afien assumed to be ¡ndependent errors, with a noise-to.variance r~tio of 1116~O (if y, 
is a quarterly time series) so, ifthe variance of el is ane, the error covanance matnx would be. 
The corresponding THD format can be obtained with the cade: 
e4init 1 f·'t % Defines the implicit rnodel for th~ HP q~arter y ~ .er 
% integrated random walk with a whlte nOlse observatlon 
[ti dI 11] = arma2thd((-2 1J, [J, [J, (J, 1/1600, 1); 
[t2' d2; 12] = arma2thd«(], [l, [J, [J, h 11~) 
[ts' ds ls] = stackthd(tl, dI, t2, d2, , ; (th~ta,'din, lab] = comp2thd{ts, ds, ls); 
prtmod(theta, din, lab); 
which yields the following Qutput: 
as an 
error 
*************************** Madel 
Components model 
*************************** 
1 endogenous V., O exogenous v. 
~~a~~~~;~taim;nsion: 2 
Submode1s: 
{ 
VARMAX mode1 (innovations model) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: 2 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameter) : 
FRl{l,l) -2.0000 
FR2{l,1) 1.0000 
V{l,l) 0.0006 
White noise model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenouS v. 
Seasonality: 1 
SS vector dimension: O 
Pararneters (* denotes constrained parameter) : 
V(l,l} 1.0000 
1************************************************************ 
5. Models with GARCH errors 
Most econometric rnodels assume that errors are homoscedastic. To generalize this assumption, 
Engle (1982) introduced a new class ofstochastic processes with time-varying conditional variances. 
For a comprehensive survey, see Bollerslev et al. (1994). 
E4 allows one to combine any V ARMAX model, transfer function or SS in the steady-state 
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innovations forrn (5)-(6), with a vector GARCH process for the error el' This process is defined by the 
unconditional mornents E[etJ = O, V[etl == :E~; and the conditional moments: Et_l[er] == O, 
Et_l[eteiJ = :E r, where Et-t[] denotes the expectation ofthe argument conditional to the infOImation 
available in t-1. In a GARCH model, the conditional variances, ~r' are such that: 
[1 - B(B)]vech(1:,) " vech(w) +A(B)vech(e,e;) (18) 
where vech () stands for the vector-hatf operator, which stacks the lower triangle of a NxN matrix as 
a [N(N + 1 )/2]x 1 vector; and the polynomial matrices are given by: 
B(B)" tB¡B' 
p, 
A(B) " ¿A¡B' 
1=1 1=1 
E4 manages model (18) in ¡ts altemative V ARMAX representation. To derive jt, consider the 
process VI = vech(ete;) - vech(~t), such that Et_t[vt ] = O. Then vech(~t) = vech(ete;) - v,. 
Substituting tms expression in (18) and rearranging sorne terrns yields: 
[1 - A(B) - B(B)]vech(e,e;)" vech(w) + [1 - B(B)]v, (19) 
Eq. (19) defines a V ARMAX model for vech( el 1::;), wruch can be written in compact fonn as: 
(20) 
[1 + A(B)] N," [1 + B(B)]v, (21) 
where A(B) " -[A(B) +B(B)] and B(B) " -B(B). This isthe fonnulationsupported in E'. Note 
that: 1) ir the V AR polynomíal in (21) has roots on the unit radius circle, then the process has sorne 
IGARCH (lntegrated-GARCH) components and 2) the fonnulation (20)~(21) does not assure the 
eigenvalues of:E, to be non-negative for all t. 
E4 implementation Fonnulation of models with conditional heteroscedastic errors in THD 
fonuat is similar to that of composite models. First, it is necessary to obtain the THD formularion of: 
a) a V ARMAX or transfer function model for the mean and b) a V ARMAX model equivalent to the 
ARCH, GARCH or IGARCH structure desired. Thefull model can theo be defined using the garc2thd 
function, which has the following syntax: 
(theta, din, lab) = garc2thd(t1, dI, t2, d2, labl, 1ab2); 
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l 
where tl-dl is the TIID format assaciated with the model for the mean, t2-d2 is the TIID format 
assaciated with the V ARMAX model for the variance, and 1abl and 1ab2 are optianal parameters with 
labels for the parameters in tI and t2, respectively. 
Example 5.1 (Defining models with GAReH errors). Consider the following ARMA(2, 1) 
model with GARCH(l,l) errors, in conventional notation: 
which, in the ARMA representation supported by E4 becornes: 
1 - 8B 2 Y, = --'----'·=-,-e" ,ueh lhal: e, = .01 + N" (1 - .8B)N, = (1 -.7 B)v, 
1 - .7B + .3B 2 
The following code defines and displays the structure ofthis model: 
% Model for the mean [tl, dI, labl] '" anna2thd([-.7 .3], [], [-.81, [], [.011, 1); 
% Mode1 for the conditional variance [t2, d2, 1ab2) = arma2thd([-.8], [], [-.7], [), [.011,1); 
% FuI1 model [theta, din, labl = garc2thd(tl, dI, t2, d2, labl, lab2); 
prtmod(theta, din, 1ab); 
generating the output 
*************************** Model *************************** 
GARCH model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous V., O exogenous v. 
~~a~~~~;~taim!nsion: 2 
Endogenous variables model: 
VARMAX model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous v., O exogenous v. 
Seasonality: 1 
ss vector dimension: 2 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameter): 
FRl(1,l) -0.7000 
FR2(1,1) 0.3000 
ARI(l,l) -0.8000 
V(I,l) 0.0100 
GARCH model of noise: 
VARMAX model (innovations model) 
1 endogenous V., O exogenous v. 
~~a~~~~;~taim!nsion: 1 
Parameters (* denotes constrained parameter) : 
FR1(l,l) -0.8000 
ARl(l,l) -0.7000 
************************************************************* 
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6. Algoritbms 
This Section documents the basic functions used in E4 for estimation, filtering, smoothing and 
simulation. 
6.1. Evaluation of the likelihood function 
There are many ways to compute the likelihood of (1)-(2). De Jong (1988) derives the 
expression: 
N N 
Q(ZIU,e) = loglP,1 + x,'p,·'x, + L loglB,1 + L i;B;'i, + 
1~1 1=1 (22) 
+ log I p t - t + WNI - (PI-IXt +wNf(Pt-1 + WNf 1(PI-IX• +wN) 
where Z = [Zt,Zl' ""ZN]' U'" ["1' "2' ... ,uNJ and El is a vectorthat contains the unknown values in (() > 
r, E, H, e, D, Q, R and S. The innovations ZI and their conditional covariance matrices BI in (22) 
result from a Kalman filter initialized with Xl = O and PI = 0, froro now KF(O, O): 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
where Xf + 1/t and Xt1t _t are the one-step~ahead conditional expectations of x and x P and P 1+1 l' 1+111 1"-1 
are the corresponding conditional covariances and KJ is the Kalman filter gaio. The variables W N and 
WN in (22) result from the recursions: 
;;;T HTB-'-wr -= wt_1 + 'l!r-l t Zt; 11'0 o (28) 
W W ;;;T HTB·'H;;; t -= 1-1 + 'l!t-l t ""t-l; Wo o (29) 
(30) 
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Theterms logIPt 1, logIP1-
t +WN l and (Pl-tXl+WN)l'(Pl-l + WNf1 (Pt-1Xt i-WN) in (22) 
depend on the initial conditioos ofthe Kalman filter. Wheo the system is stationary, all ofthem can be 
computed. If there are sorne unit roots, the first term can be approximated taking into account only its 
stationary part, see Casals and Sotoca (1997). The other expressions are not problematic because P I- 1 
is finite, see De long and Chu-Chun-Lin (1994). 
E"' implementation. Starting from a model in THD format and a sarnple, the functions lfmod 
and lffast computethevalue ofthe gaussian log-likelihoodfunction for anytime- iovariantmodel with 
homoscedastic errors. Their syntax is: 
[f, innov, ssvect] = lfmod(theta, di~, z); 
[f, innov, ssvect] = lffast(theta, dln, z); 
The function lfmod computes the log-likelihood of a standard sample, see Terceiro (1990, 
Chapter 4) for details. The function lffast is a faster version of lfmod because it takes advantage of 
the itmovations structure ofmany econometric modeIs; see Casals, Sotoca and Jerez (1999). 
The input arguments ofthese functions are a THD format specification, theta, din and the data 
matrix z. Each ofthese functions compute the value ofthe followiog output arguments: 1) f, a scalar 
that contains the value ofthe 10g-like1ihood function io theta, see Eq. (22), 2) innov, a matrix of one-
step-ahead forecast errors, see Eq. (24) and 3) ssvect, a matrix of estimates ofthe state variables. lts 
t-th row contains the filtered estimate of the state vector at time t, conditional on the infonnation 
availabIe up to t-l, see Eq. (23). 
The gaussian log-likelihood ofmodels with GARCH errors, see Section 5, is computed by the 
function lfgarch, which synopsis is: 
[f, innov, hominnov, ssvect] = lfgarch(theta, din, z); 
where all the arguments are the sarue as those of lfmod except hominnov, which is a matrix of residuals 
standardized with the square root ofthe conditionaI variances. 
6.2. Initíal conditions 
The values Xl and P
t 
in (22) should be coruputed taking ioto account not only the stationarity 
ofthe series, but also the stochastic structure of u t' see Casals and Sotoca (1997, 2000). In E4 adequate 
initial conditions are chosen automatical1y. The default options can be manually overridden using the 
function sete4opt. 
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6.3. Missing data 
The approach in E4 to computethe likelihood of a sample with missing data consists of assuming 
that, when a component of ZI is missiog, the corresponding variance in B, is (clase to) infinity. This 
implies that the correspondingvalue in the Kahnao filter gaio is zero. To seetrus, consider Eq. (23)-(27) 
and assurne that, for sorne t, B, is arbitrarily close to infinite and, therefore, B,-t is zero. lo tbis 
situation, the filter propagation collapses to: 
(31) 
(32) 
E4 implementation. The function lfmiss compute the value ofthe log-likelihood ofa sample 
with missing data. Its syntax is the sarne as that 1 fmod. The data matrix feed as input argument should 
contain the MATLAB special value NaN (not-a-number) in the positions with missing values. 
6.4. Computation of the gradient and tbe information matrix 
The exact gradient and information matrix of the log-likelihood function are relevant to both, 
the iterative estimation process and many inference procedures, see EngIe (1984). Their exact 
expressions for a general SS model were given by Terceiro (1990). 
E4 implementation. The general syntax for the functions dealing with gradient computation is: 
9 = gmod(theta, din, z); 
where gmod computes the derivatives oh fmod and lffast. Other gradient-related functions are gmiss, 
for samples with missing data, and ggarch, which computes the derivatives of lfgarch. Details about 
the gradient of the log-likelihood are given in Terceiro (1990, Appendix B). As in the case of the 
gradient, there are three functions dealing with computatíon ofthe information matrix: imod, imiss, and 
igarch. The input and output arguments for these functions are the same. For example, the syntax of 
imod is: 
[std, corrm, varm, 1m] = imod(theta, din, z, aprox); 
The function imod computes the ínformation matrix: of lfmod and lffast, imiss computes the 
information matrix of lfmiss and igarch does the same for lfgarch. The input argument approx 
indicates whether the calculations should be exact or approximate, being the latter aption 
computationaIly more efficient, see Watsoo and Engle (1983). The infonnatian matrix for ruode1s with 
GARCH errors is always an approximation. If the model may be misspecified or its errors are non-
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nonna!, the function imodg computes the quasi-maximum likelihood information matrix of 1 fmod and 
lffast, according to the proposal ofWhite (1982). 
The output arguments are std, the standard deviation of the values in theta, corrm, the 
correlation matrix between these parameters, va z:m, which is the covariance matrix and 1m, which is the 
exact inforrnation matrix in the case of imod and imiss, see Terceiro (1990, Appendices C and D) and 
Terceiro (1999). 
6.5. Forecasting 
Out-of-sample predictions, together with their mean square errors, can be generated by the 
Kalman filter by extending the data with a set ofmissing data. A sequence ofmissing data at the end of 
the sample will therefore produce a set of multi-step forecasts. 
E4 implementation. Forecastingwith E4 requrres to obtain the THD representation ofthe model, 
estimate its parameters and then call the function foremod. This function has the following syntax: 
[yf, Bf] = foremod(theta, din, z, k, u); 
where z is a data matrix containing the values of the endogenous and exogenous variables, k is the 
forecast horizon and u contains the data ofthe exogenous variables for the forecast horizon. The output 
arguments are forecasts ofthe endogenous variables (yf) and its corresponding covariances (Bf). The 
function foremis s allows for missing values in the sample. Forecasts for model with GARCH errors are 
computed by foregarc. Its syntax is: 
[yf, Bf, vf] = foregarc(theta, din, z, k, u); 
where the output argument vf contains forecasts ofthe conditional covariance. 
6.6. Simulation 
The functions sirnmod and simgarch generate a random sample from any model in THD foOllat. 
The general syntax ofthese functions is: 
y=- sirnmod(theta, din, N, u); 
where the arguments are a ruodel in THD format, the number of observations to be generated (N) and 
the exogenous variable data matnx (u)' Both functions use the MATLAB function randn to obtain 
N(O, 1) random disturbances and select adequate initial conditions by themselves. As a general practice, 
it is advisable to omit the first observations of the simulated sample. 
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Example 6.1 (Simulation). To obtain a realizatíon with 200 observations ofthe mode!: 
[a,,] [1 09] V a21 := .9 1 
the following code can be used: 
[theta, din, lab1 "" arma2thd([-.3 NaN; -.4 NaNL [), [), •.. 
(NaN NaN; N~N -.8]! (1.9; .911,4, [.9;.7], 1); 
% Generates the exogenous varlab1e slmulates the sample on omits the first values 
u = ones(250,1); 
y = simmod(theta, din, 250, u); y=y(51:250,:) 
6.7. Smoothing 
Fixed-interval smoothing (PIS) consists of obtaining the first and second-order moments of a 
random vector conditional to all the data in a sample. Among other uses, it has been applied to 
interpolate missing data, Kohn and Ansley (1986), to "c1ean" signals contaminated by noise, Kohn and 
Ansley (1987), to obtain the exact scorefunction ofthe parameters, Koopman and Shephard (1992), to 
compute efficient estimates of time-varying parameters, Swamy and Tavlas (1995), to compute the 
unobservable coruponents in structural time-series models, Harvey (1989), and to calculate the residuals 
of a state-space model, Kohn and Ansley (1989). 
Casals el al. (2000a) derive an exact algorithm that can be applied to stationary, non-stationary 
and partially non-stationary systems. The implementation of the algorithm is the foIlowing: 
Forward slep: Propagate a KF(O, O), see Section 6.1, and: 
<i>,.. = (<1> - K,H)<i>, with <i>, = 1 (33) 
(34) 
W W X T -1 . t == 1-1 + I BI X t Wlth Wo := O (35) 
(36) 
Backward step: Propagate: 
(37) 
R H TB-'H;<;T;<; o t-l:= t + ~tRt'l!t Wlth RN =- O (38) 
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(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
where: 
(43) 
P (p -l WN)-l lfN= 1 + (44) 
and the expressions Xl and P
t 
in (43)-(44) are computed as described in Section 6.2. When the SS 
model has the innovation structure (5)-(6), the FlS can be further simplified to obtain both, 
computational an numencal stability advantages, see Casals et al. (2000a). 
E4 implementation. The toolboxinc1udes two basic FlS functions, fismod and fismiss. Their 
syntax is: 
[xhat, Px, el = fismod(theta, din, z); [zhat, Pz, xhat, Px] = fismiss(theta, din, z)¡ 
where fismiss allows for missing values in z and the output arguments of fismod are xhat, the 
expectation of the state vector conditional on all the sample, see Eq. (41); Px, the covariaoce matrix of 
tbis expectation, see (42); and e, a matrix ofFIS errors. 00 the other hand, fismiss has two additiooaI 
arguments, zhat, which is a matrix containing the available values of z series and FIS estimates of its 
missing values and Pz, which is the covariance of zhat. 
Example 6.2 (Forecasting and smootbing with generated data). 
Themodelz¡ '" (1 - .7B)(1 - .5B 12 )a(; u!;=: .1,caobesimulatedandestimatedwiththe 
following code: 
[theta, din, lab) = arma2thd([], [), [-.7], [-.5), .1,12); 
% Compute the simulated sample and omit the first observations 
z=simmod(theta,din,2S0); z=z(S1:2S0,1); 
% ... and then ML estimates [thopt, it, lval, g, h) = e4roin('lffast', theta,' " din, z)¡ 
[std, corrm, varm, Im] = imod(thopt, din, z)¡ 
prtest(thopt, din, lab, z, it, lval, g, h, std, corrm) 
aod the following code computes and plots ten out-of-the-sampleforecasts, with the standard ±2a limits: 
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[zfor, Sfar) = foremod(thopt, din, 2, 10); 
% The following is standara MATLAB cade 
figure; whitebg{'w'); hold on 
plot([z(191:200); zfor),'k-') 
plot ( [z (191: 200); zfor+2*sqrt (Bfar) J , r k--' ) 
plot ([z (1~1: 200); zfor-2*sqrt (Bfor) 1,' k--') 
xlabel ( f Tl.me I ) 
hold off 
Finally, sorne samples have missing values due to, e.g., holidays or discontinuities in the source. 
Also, ane may want to eliminate sorne observations because they are considered outliers and may affeet 
the analysis. The following cade generates a new variable with two missing values, interpolates them, 
using fismiss and displays the results: 
z1=z; zl(lO)=NaN; z1(40)=NaN; 
[zhat, pzl = fismiss(thopt, din, z1); (z(1:50) zl(1:501 zhat(1:501] 
7. Examples 
7.1. Univariate modeling: the airline model 
7.1.1. Estimating the airline ruodel in stationary and nonstationary form 
As it is weIl known, tbe multiplicative ARIMA(O, 1, l)x(O, 1, 1)12 model describes adequately 
the logged airline dataffom Box, Jenkins andReinsel (1994, pp. 547). The input cade required fa define 
and estimate the stationary version of the airline model is: 
io~di~{~t{~~.~~~el tor the airline passenger series 
% Here begins E4 codeo 
e4init 
z=transdif(airline,O,1,1,12); 
(theta, din, lab] = arma2thd([],(),(O),(O),(O),12)¡ 
sete4opt('eeond', 'zero~, 'veond', 'lyap', 'var', 'fae'); 
theta=e4preest(theta,d~n,z)i 
[thopt,it,lval,g,h]=e4min('lffast',theta,, ',din,z)¡ 
[std, corrm, varm, Im) = imod(thopt din,z)¡ prtest{thopt,din,lab,z,it,lval,g,h,~td,corrml¡ 
where the function e4ini t initializes the global toolbox options; transdif applies stationarity inducing 
transfonnations, see Terceiro el al. (2000), and the call to sete40pt is optional and allows to modifY 
the toolbox options. lo this case, it sets adequate initial conditions for the Kalman filter state and 
covariance matrix and chooses estimation in terms ofthe Cholesky factor ofthe elTor covariance, instead 
of the error covariance. As the model is seaIar, this amounts to optimizing the Jikelihood with respect 
to the standard deviation of errors. The corresponding output is: 
************** The following options are modified ************** 
Initial state vector ..•.•. : ZERO 
Initial covariance of state v. : LYAP 
ivariance or Cholesky factor? . : FAC 
*************************************************************** 
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The call to e4preest yields a fast and consistent preliminary estimation ofthe parameters in 
theta. This function uses a subspace-based algorithm, similarto generalized least-squares. Its estimates 
are adequate as final values when analyzing large samples or as starting values for maximum likelihood 
estimation of moderate size samples. 
The E4 functioo e4min implements a numerical optimization procedure, based 00 the techniques 
described by Dennis and Schnabel (1983). It supports two main optimization algorithms, BFGS 
(Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) and Newton-Raphson. MATLAB functions fmin, fmins and 
fminu can be used instead of e4min. However e4min has been carefully designed and tuned to solve 
likelihood optimization problems and, in most cases, it should be more re1iable and robust for tbis 
specific use. In tbis example, e4min computes maximum likelihood estimates using numerical gradient, 
see Terceiro el al, (2000). 
Finally, the call to imod produces analytical second-order moments for the estimates (under 
normality) and prtest summarizes and displays the estimation results: 
******************** Results from model estimation ******************** 
Objective function: -244.6965 
# of iterations: 12 
lnformation criteria: AlC = -3.6900, SBC -3.6242 
Parameter 
AR1 (1, 1) 
AS1(1,1) 
V{I,I) 
Estimate 
-0.4018 
-0.5569 
0.0367 
Std. Dev. 
0.0806 
0.0846 
0.0023 
t-test 
-4.9881 
-6.5850 
16.1039 
Gradient 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
************************* Correlation matrix ************************** 
ARl (1, 1) 
ASl(l,l) 
V(I,I) 
1. 00 
0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.10 1.00 
Condition number = 1.2243 
~;;;~;2;~!*;2~~;;;2~*~~~;;*~***2*~~7~********************************* 
Note that V( 1, 1) =0.0367 is the residual standard error, according to 'var', ' fac' option 
previously selected. The default option (, var' , 'var ,) would provide an estimate ofthe variance. The 
following code illustrates the use of fixed-value constraints and oonstationary models by replicating 
previous results using the model in nonstationary form: 
load air1ine.dat 
~4t~r~airline) ; 
% Defines the non-stationary version of airline mode1. 
[theta,din,lab] '" arma2thd([-1),[-11,[0],[O],[Ol,12); 
% The AR parameters, corresponding to regular and seasonal differences 
% are constrained to remain at its present values 
theta = [theta zeros{size{theta))]; 
theta(1,2) = 1; theta(2,2) = 1; % Note that the 'vcond ' option is now 'idej', because the mode1 is nonstationary 
sete4opt('econd', 'zero', 'vcond', 'idej', 'var', 'fac'); 
theta '" e4preest(theta,din,y)¡ [thopt,it,lval,g,hl '" e4rnin('lffast', theta, ", din, y) ¡ 
[std,corrm,varm,ImJ = imod(thopt, din, y)¡ 
prtest(thopt,din,lab,y,it,lval,g,h,std,corrm)¡ 
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and the output is: 
******************** Results from model estimation ******************** 
Objective function: -232.7503 
# of iterations: 15 
lnformation criteria: AJC = 
Parameter Estimate 
FRl(I,I) * -1.0000 
FSl(I,1) -1.0000 
ARl(l,l) -0.4018 
ASl(l,l) -0.5569 
V{1,1) 0.0367 
• 
denotes constrained parameter 
-3,1910, SBC 
Std. Dev. 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0766 
0.0738 
0.0022 
-3.1291 
t-test 
0.0000 
0.0000 
-5.2438 
-7.5450 
16.9706 
Gradient 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0002 
0.0001 
0.0012 
************************* Correlation matrix ************************** 
ARl(l,l) 
AS1 (1, 1) 
V(l,1) 
1. 00 
0.00 1.00 
0.00 0.00 1. 00 
Condition number = 1.0001 
Reciprocal condition number = 0.9999 
*********************************************************************** 
These results are very similar to those of the stationary forrnulatioo, so both models can be 
considered equivalent. However the nonstationary fonnulation has practical advantages for many 
applications. For example, it is simpler to forecast the level of a variable instead of forecasting its 
differences and then rebuilding the leve!; aIso, when a sample contains sorne missing values differencing 
is inadequate, as it propagates the missing data; finally, intervention of impulse-type outliers io high-
frequency data by tagging them as missing is computationally very effective, as it reduces the number 
of parameters to be estimated. 
7.1.2. Unconditional and conditional forecasting oC the airline data 
To illustrate these advantages, we will compute twelve forecasts using the function foremod. We 
will also compute forecasts conditional to a yearly growth 0[25% io the number ofpassengers. This kind 
of coostraint may result from extra-sample infonnation or may be simply a target value to be achleved. 
In tms very common situation, constrruned forecasts are effective intermediate targets useful to monitor 
progress towards the objective. 
% Computes the unconditional forecasts 
[yfor,Bfor)=foremod(thopt,din,y,12); 
Bfor=sqrt(Bfor); 
% Computes the conditional forecast and plots the results 
N"'size(air1ine,1); 
yobj=log(airline(N,1)*1.25); % End year target 
yext=[y; NaN*ones(11,1); yobj]; 
[yhat BhatJ=fismiss(thopt,din,yext); 
% The following is standard MATLAB code 
figure; whitebg('w'); hold on 
plot ([exp(y ((N-23) :N, 1)) ¡yfor*NaN], 'k-') 
plot ([y( (N-23) N, 1) *NaN;exp (yfor)], 'k--'); 
plot([y((N-23) N,1)*NaN;exp(yhat{N+1:N+12))], 'ko'); 
plot([y((N-23) N,1)*NaN;exp(yfor+l.96*Bfor)] 'k- 'l' 
pl?dt([y((N-23) N,I)*NaN¡exp(yfor-l.96*Bfor)]; 'k-: '); 
gn 
nold off 
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and the resulting pIot is: 
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Figure 1: Conditional ('o') and unconditional 
forecasts ('-') for the airline passenger series. 
7.2. Structural decomposition oC a time series 
7.2.1. A unobserved components time series model for the airline data. 
As we said in Section 2.1, the airline model is very clase to the folIowing Structural Time Series 
Model (STSM): 
y, 
where the muy parameters to be estimated are the variances in: 
e, 
2 Uf] O O 
o 
o 
a~ O 
o 2 a, 
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The code required to define thls model in SS form and to obtain maximum-likelihood estimates 
for its parameters is: 
% Structural time series model tor the airline passenger series 
load airline.dat 
y=log(airline)*100; 
e4init 
% SS representation 
Phi=zeros(13,13) ; 
Phi(l,l)=l; Phi(1,2)=1; Phi(2,2)=1; Phi(3,13)=-1; 
for i=3:12 
phi(3,i)=-1; 
phi(i+l,i)=l; 
end 
E=zeros(13,2); E(2,1)=1; E{3,2)=1¡ 
H=zeros(I,13); H(l,l)=l¡ H{I,3)=1; 
C"'[I]; Q=[.OI; 1.]; S=(O; O]: R=[5J; 
% Defines the THD form 
[theta,din, lab] =ss2thd(Phi, [J, E, H, [J, e, Q, s, R)¡ 
% All the parameters are constrained to zero except the error variances 
theta=(theta ones(214,1)]; 
theta(210,2)=0; theta(211,2)=0: theta(214,2)=0; 
% Chooses estimation of standard deviations, so negative estimates will not matter 
% and computes pre1iminary estima tes 
sete4opt('var', 'fac'); 
theta=e4preest(theta,din,y); 
% o" and then ML estimates 
[thopt,it,lval,g,h]=e4min('lffast',theta, ",din,y); 
[std,corrm,varm,Iml=imod(thopt,din,y); 
prtest(thopt,din,lab,y,it,lval,g,h,std,corrm); 
and the resulting estimation output is: 
******************** Results from model estimation ******************** 
Objective function: 404.1350 
# of iterations: 36 
Inforrnation criteria: Ale = 5.6547, SBe 5.7165 
Parameter 
PHI(l,l) 
PHl(2,1) 
PHI(3,1) 
PHI(4,1) 
• 
• 
• 
Estimate 
1.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
Std. Dev. 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
t-test 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
'" [part of this listing has been deliberately omitted] 
Q (1,1) 0.3841 0.0716 5.3650 
Q(2,2) 1.3688 0.2113 6.4767 
S(l,l) • 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
3(2,1) • 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
R(1,l) 2.4591 0.2677 9.1855 
* denotes constrained parameter 
Gradient 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0006 
-0.0002 
0.0000 
0.0000 
-0.0001 
************************* eorrelation matrix ************************** 
Q(I,l) 
Q(2,2) 
R(1,l) 
1. 00 
0.05 1.00 
-0.15 -0.48 1.00 
Condition number = 2.9636 
~;;~~t~;~~*;~~~~;~~~*~~~;¡*:***Z*;~;~********************************* 
The final step in the analysis consist of estimatingthe components. TIte following code computes 
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and plots their FIS estimates: 
% Computes FIS estimates of the structural components 
% First, using the standard SS representation 
(trendl, seasonl, cyclel, irregl, thetal, dinl] ... 
e4trend(thopt,ain,y,O); 
p1otsers([y trendl],l,str2mat('Data (log)','Trend')); 
% As the SS mode1 does not define the seasona1 period the seasonal component 
% is considered c:(clic ' 
plotsers{cyclel,-l, Seasonal component'); 
p1otsers(irregl,-1,'Irregular component'); 
The input arguments for e4trend are a model in THD fonnat, the values ofthe time series and 
a logical flag. Its current value (' o') conserves the SS structure ofthe model. The first output arguments 
provide FIS estimates ofthe trend, seasonal component, cycle and irregular component. There are more 
output arguments, not provided here, containing other results, see Terceiro et al. (2000). The resulting 
output is: 
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7.2.2. An exact model-based structural decompos;tion. 
A different approach to compute the structural decomposition is described in Casals el al. 
(2000b). This approach only requires to transfonn the model for the data to the equivalent innovations 
representation and provides structural components which are unique, (conditional1y) orthogonal and 
converge to exact values. E4 computes this decomposition by changing the logical flag in the call to 
e4tr-end to the value '1': 
% .•. and now using the innovations fo~m of the model 
[trend2 season2,cycle2,ir-reg2,theta2,d~n21 e4tr~nd(thopt,din,y,1); 
plotsers([y trend2],1, ['Data log';'Trend ']); 
plotsers(cycle2,~l, 'Seasonal component'); 
plotsers(irreg2,-l, 'Irregular component'); 
and the resulting plots are: 
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The trend and seasonal components obtained in both cases are very similar, but the irregular 
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components have different variances because the single error term in the innovations model is a 
comhioation ofthe three white noise variables io original modeL 
Despite their overall similarity, the properties ofboth sets of estimates are very different. Figures 
8 and 9 compare the trace ofthe FIS covariances matrices ofthe states. Note that the variaoces ofthe 
STSM components display the "U-shape" characteristic of syrnmetric filters, meamng that the estimates 
at the center of the sample are more precise than those at the extremes. When the decomposition is 
applied to obtain seasonalIy adjusted data tbis fact is very important, because a change in the sample 
generates a revision effect proportional to the uncertainty of the components. In comparison, the 
compooents computed using the innovations model converge to values with nulI conditional variances 
and covariances. 
The E4 code required to compare both methods in this way Ís: 
% Compare the results using the trace 
[xhat1,px1J=fismod(thetal,dinl,y); [xhat2,px21=fisrnod(theta2,din2,y); 
of the FIS covariance 
trace1=[];trace2=(]; 
for i=1:13:size(px1,1) 
trace1=[trace1; trace(px1(i:i+12,:»]; 
trace2=[trace2; trace(px2(i:i+12,:»]; 
end 
plotsers ([tracel trace2], -1, •.• 
str2mat('Trace (standard SS model) " 'Trace (innovations model) '»i 
and the resulting plots are: 
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7.3. V ARMA modeling: interaction between minks and muskrats 
The number ofmuskrat (ZlI) and mink: (Z2/) skins traded annually bytheHudson's Bay Company 
from 1848 to 1909 is a standard benchmark for multivariate methods, as the feedback interaction 
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between these series arises elearly from the faet that the mink is an important predator ofthe muskrat. 
After a eross-correlation analysis, Jenkins and Alavi (1981) propase a VARMA model for the 
relationship between both series: 
[ 
1 ,.h2 2 ,.h3 B' ",4 B4 1 +4>llB+'t'lIB +'t'11 +'t'11 
O 
The following code defines and estimates tbis model: 
% Bivariate modeling of the.mink-muskr~t series, Model (5.8) of Jenkins and Alavi 
% (1981, pp. 37). The data LS already 1n logs 
load mink.dat; 
~i~~;~nsdif(mink(:,3),1,1); 
z2=mink(:,2)-mean(mink(:,2)); 
2=[zl z2(2:62)1;. t· % Define the pararneter matr~ces and generate the THD representa 10n 
phi1 = [O NaN; NaN O]; ph~2 = [O NaN; NaN O]: 
phi3 = [O NaN; NaN NaN]; p~L4 = [O NaN; NaN NaN) , 
theta= [O O; O O]; ngrna= [O O; O O]; [theta din lab]=arma2thd([phil phi2 phi3 phL4],[],[theta),[J,slgrna,1); 
% Comp~te preliminary estirnates 
theta=e4preest (theta,din, z);. . . 1 % Compute ML estimates, Informat1on rnatrlx and prLnt the resu ts 
[thopt,it,1,g,H]=e4~n('lffast',~heta~' ',din,z); 
[std corrm,varm,1m] =Lmod(thopt,dln,z), 
prte~t(thoPt,din,lab,z,it,l,g,H,std,corrm); 
which yields: 
******************** Results from mode1 estirnation ******************** 
Objective function: -9.0059 
# of iterations: 33 
lnformation criteria: Ale "" 
Parameter Estimate 
-0.6887 FRl (l, 1) 
-1.2680 FRl (2, 2) 0.5941 FR2 (l, II 0.5593 FR2¡2,2 
-0.0682 FR3 1,1) 0.2816 FR4 {l, II 
-0.2966 ARl {1, 1 0.6027 
AR112, '1 -0.8642 R1 1,2 
-0.8352 AR1 (2, 2 0.0639 V(1,1) 0.0191 VI2,1} 0.0423 V 2,2) 
0.1310, SBC 
Std. Dev. 
0.1364 
0.1098 
0.1403 
0.0921 
0.1171 
0.0856 
0.1606 
0.0804 
0.1387 
0.1529 
0.0117 
0.0072 
0.0078 
0.5806 
t-test Gradient 
-5.0510 0.0000 
-11.5433 0.0000 
4.2346 0.0000 
6.0712 0.0000 
-0.5821 0.0000 
3.2894 0.0000 
-1.8468 0.0000 
7.4997 0.0000 
-6.2299 0.0000 
-5.4615 0.0000 
5.4854 0.0000 
2.6502 0.0000 
5.4491 0.0000 
************************* Correlation matrix *******************~****** 
FR1 ¡1, 1
1 
1.00 
FRl 2,2 -0.02 1.00 
FR2{1,l -0.68 0.34 1.00 
FR2 {2,2l -0.23 -0.84 -0.15 1.00 FR3(1,1 0.39 -0.19 -0.89 0.14 1.00 
FR4 (1, 1 0.35 0.15 0.35 -0.17 -0.65 1.00 
ARl (1, II 0.70 -0.36 -0.35 0.04 0.07 0.39 1. 00 
-0.17 0.28 0.39 -0.35 -0.26 0.12 0.09 1.00 ARl (2, 1 
-0.51 0.40 0.40 -0.38 -0.19 -0.22 -0.58 0.25 1.00 ARII,,21 ARl 2 2 -0.44 0.69 0.35 -0.45 -0.12 -0.21 -0.70 0.00 0.64 1. 00 
V(l,l! 0.00 0.03 -0.01 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 
1. 00 
0.48 1.00 
-0.01 0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 V(2, '1 0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.02 0.02 0.12 0.48 1.00 v{2,2 0.01 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 
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E4 ¡neludes severaI functions for mode! validation and diagnosis. The following code computes 
the residuaIs ofthe V ARMA specification, performs a descriptive multiple autocorrelation analysis and, 
finaIly, displays a standardized plot: 
[ehat,vT,wT,vz1,vVT,vwTl=xesidual{thopt,din,z); 
tit=str2mat('rouskxat residuals', 'mink residuals'); 
descser(ehat,tit)¡ 
midents(ehat,lO,tit); 
platsers(ehat,O,tit); 
The residual descriptive statistics are: 
***************** Descriptive statistics ***************** 
muskrat residual s ---
61 
Statistics of 
Valid observations 
Mean 
Standard deviation 
skewness 
0.0150, t test = 
0.2403 0.4863 
0.1883 
-0.1468 Excess Kurtosis Quartiles 
Minimum value 
Maximum value 
Jarque-Bera 
Dickey-Fuller 
Dickey-Fuller 
Outliers list 
Obs # 
-0.1481, 
-0.5505, 
-0.0323, 
obs. # 58 
obs. # 26 
0.1789 
26 
37 
52 
56 
58 
Value 
0.6085 
0.5335 
0.4974 
-0.5056 
-0.5505 
0.6085, 
0.4152 
-3.6353, computed with 
-8.2381, computed with 
mink residual s ---
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7 lags 
1 lags 
Statistics of 
Valid observations 
Mean 
Standard deviation 
Skewness 
-0.0031, t test 
-0.1187 0.2033 
-0.4775 
Excess Kurtosis Quartiles 
Minimum value 
Maxlmum value 
Jarque-Bera 
Dickey-Fuller 
Dickey-Fuller 
autliers 11st 
abs # 
0.7708 
-0.0937, 
-0.6718, 
0.0061, 
obs. # 20 
obs. # 35 
0.1055 
20 
30 
35 
Va1ue 
-0.6718 
-0.4616 
0.4089 
0.4089, 
3.8281 
-4.1215, computed with 
-7.5664, computed with 
Sample correlation matrix 
1.0000 0.3826 
0.3826 1.0000 
EL~en structure of the correlation matrix 
L eLgenval %var I Eigen vectors 
7 lags 
1 lags 
1 1.3826 0.69 I 0.7071 0.7071 
2 0.61740.31 I 0.7071 -0.7071 
************************************************************ 
The descriptive analysis indicates that the mean ofboth series is not statisticaIly different of zero 
and the empirica1 distribution of the residuals is consistent with the normality assumption, as the 
skewness, excess kurtosis and Jarque-Bera statistics are small. Perhaps there are too many vaIues 
exceeding two standard deviations from the mean that should be further investigated. On the other hand 
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h rnultiple autocorrelation analysis do not reveal any sign of misspecification except a high vaIue ofthe 
te la' ' h Ljung-Box Q statistic in the (2,2) position, revealing that there could be sorne autocorre t10n In t e 
mink residuals: 
******** Autocorrelation and partial autoregression 
MACF MPARE' MACE' MPARE' 
k = 1 Chi(k) 2.79, AIC{k) = -6.08, ~BC(~)05 
muskrat re .. I ~0.08 -0.07 I -0.0 ~0'01 
mink resid .. I 0.07 0.02 I 0.06 - . 
k = 2, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
mink res id 
4 77 AIC(k) = -6.03, SBC(k) = 
I .. i ~0.14 0.03 I -0.18 0.11 
I -. I -0.25 -0.12 I -0.21 -0.02 
functions 
-5.87 
-5.69 
k = 3, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
mink resid 
2.52, AIC{k) = -5.95, SBc(k) = -5.46 
.. I 0.17 -0.02 I 0.20 -0.13 
k'" 4, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
mink res id 
k = 5, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
rnink resid 
k'" 6, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
mink resid 
k = 7, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
mink resid 
k'" 8, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
mink res id 
.. I 0.01 -0.06 I 0.05 -0.09 
3.47, AIC(k) = -5.88, SBC(k) '" 
•. I -0.01 0.09 I -0.01 0.17 
.. I -0.13 -0.04 I -0.18 0.05 
4.11, AIC(k) = -5.83, SBC(k) = 
.. I -0.05 0.16 I -0.11 0.19 
•. I 0.06 -0.01! 0.11 -0.11 
7.83, AIC(k) = -5.86, SBc(k) '" 
•. I -0.16 -0.10 I -0.32 0.01 
.- I -0.19 -0.31 I -0.20 -0.22 
6.18, AIC(k) = -5.87, SBC(k) = 
I .• I -0.08 -0.05 I -0.31 0.02 
I .. I 0.06 -0.10 I 0.15 -0.16 
11.66, AIC(k) = -6.00, SBc(k) '" 
I O 07 0.01 I 0.02 -0.04 
:: I -0:10 -0.23 I -0.33 -0.22 
-5.26 
-5.07 
-4.96 
-4.93 
-4.82 
k = 9, Chi(k) 
muskrat re 
mink resid 
1.99, AIC(k) = -5.91, SBC(k) = -4.60 
I 0.03 0.18 I -0.09 0.26 
k = 10, Chi(k) '" 
muskrat re .. I .• 
mink resid .+ I .+ 
I 0.02 0.16 I -0.09 0.06 
9.75, AIC(k) = 
I -0.21 -0.13 
1 0.21 0.36 
-6.02, SBC(k) = 
1 -0.41 0.03 
I -0.15 0.27 
-4.57 
******** 
The (L,]) element of the lag k matrLx LS the eros s ~orr~la,tiodn (~I!1 i. 
or partLal autoregressLon (MPACFj estimate when SerLeS] ea s se 
********************* Cross correlation functions ********************* 
lagfed muskrat re mink res id 
:f~kr~~sid :::::::::: :::::::::+f when column variable leads Each row is the crass correlatLon unctLon 
row variable. 
Ljung-Box Q 
muskrat re 
mink resid 
statistic for previous 
muskrat re mink resid 
9.75 7.33 
12.48 23.85 
cross-correlations 
Summary in tenns of +. - /' 5 O 13 For MACF std. deviations are computed as 1 T O. = • 
MP F td deviations are computed froro VAR(k) model ***;~f***~**~********************************************************* 
Last, the residual plots are again quite satisfactory. 
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7.4. Conditional heteroscedastic modeling 
In this application we measure short-run camovements oftwo currencies usingthe conditional 
correlations implied by a vector GARCH model. Consider the spot bid exehange rates ofDeustche Mark 
(DM) and Japanese Yen (JY) against US Dallar, observed in the London Market during 695 weeks, 
from January 1985 to Apri11998. The data has been logged, differenced and scaled by a factor of100, 
to abtain the corresp~)llding lag percent yields. Excess retums are then eomputed by substracting the 
sample mean. 
7.4.1. Univariate GARCH modeling 
The first step orthe analysis consists ofbuilding a ruodel for the mean and the variance ofthese 
series. The eade requíred to obtain the basie specification and descnptive statistics is the following: 
load tiposc.dat 
% The variables are sorted by columns in the following way: 
% SP, CAD, FF, BP, SF, DM, IL, DF, JY 
e4init¡ 
% Choose DM/USD, transforrn the data and compute the excess returns 
y=log (tiposc (: ,6)) ¡ 
z=transd~f(y,I,I)*100¡ 
z=z-mean (z) ; 
% Oescriptive analysis of OH/USO 
descser(z, '0M/USO excess returns ' }; 
uidents(z,20,'DM/USD excess returns'); 
uidents(z.A2,20,'DM/USD squared excess returns'); 
and the output IS: 
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***************** Descriptive statistics ***************** 
Statistics of 
Valid observations 
Mean 
OM/USO excess returns 
694 0.0000 
Standard deviation 
SkewnesS 
Excess Kurtosis 
Quartiles 
Minimum value 
Maximum value 
Jarque-Bera 
Dickey-Fuller 
Dickey-Fuller 
Outliers list 
Obs # Value 
11 -2.7498 
0.0000, t test = 
1. 3576 
-0.0460 
1.6078 
-0.8173, -0.0479, 
obs. # 38 
obs. # 402 
0.7775 
-7.2574, 
5.4025, 
74.9922 
-4.9430, computed with 
-21.1610, computed with 
26 lags 
1 lags 
[Part of this listing was deliberately omitted1 
554 3.8374 
************************************************************ 
A.C.F, of DMAJSO e»:ess rerums. LBO" 46.78 A.C,F. oroMAJSDexcess retums. Laa~ 37.53 
0:[ 
"., 
., , 
" " " " P AC.F. of DMlUSD excess relm1s 
r o: "' 
., , 
" " " " 
Figure 12 
~~r 
., 
" 
1 ~~¡ ., 
" 
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P AC.F. otDMlUSD exc;¡ss retums 
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Figure 13 
Theseresults suppart anAR (1) process for the mean, seeFigure 12, anda GARCH(l,l)model 
for the variance, see Figure 13. The cade required to define and estímate this specifieation is: 
% Model for the mean [thetaf, dinf, 1abfl=arma2thd( [01, (], [], [], [O] ,1); 
% Model for the var~ance 
[thetae, dine, labe] =arma2thd ( [OJ , [1, [O] , [] , [OJ ,1) ; 
% Full model bf 1 b ) [theta, din, lab] = garc2thd(thetaf, dinf, thetae, dine, la , a e ; 
% Selects initial conditions of Kalman filter 
sete4opt('econd', 'zero')¡ 
% computes preliminary.estimates 
theta~e4preest(theta,d~n,z); 
prtmod(theta,din,lab); 
% and then ML estimates [th~pt,it,l,g,H]=e4m~n('lfgarch',t~eta,' " din,z); 
[std corrm,varm,Iml=~garch{thopt,d~n,z); 
prte;t(thopt,din,lab,z,it,l,g,H,std,corrm}; 
and the results are: 
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"O'b*:*************** Results frem medel estimation ******************** )ective function: 1164.1261 
# of iterations: 19 
Information criteria: Ale = 3.3664, SBC 3.3925 
Parameter Estimate Std. Dev. t-test Gradient FRl(l,l) 
-0.2185 0.0394 
-5.5453 -0.0017 V(l,l) 1. 8284 0.3039 6.0158 0.0000 FRl(l,l) 
-0.9579 0.0233 -41.1184 0.0002 ARl(l,l) 
-0.8745 0.0390 -22.4420 
-0.0004 
************************* 
FRl(l,l) 
V(l,1) 
FRl(l,l) 
ARl(l,l} 
Correlation matrix ************************** 1. 00 
0.01 1.00 
-0.02 -0.34 
-0.01 0.05 
1. 00 
0.80 1. 00 
Condition number = 16.4800 
Reciprocal condition number = 0.0545 
*********************************************************************** 
As we said in Chapter 5, the representation employed for the GARCH part of the model is an 
ARMA for the squared errors. Therefore, these results can be written as: 
E 
Z, " 1 _ .z'185B; with E: " 1.8284 + N, ; (1 - .9579B)N, " (1 - .8745B)v,. 
The following code: a) obtains residuals by ea1ling the funetion residual (note that the last 
argument is equal to one, meaning that the residuaIs should be standardized), b) obtains basic diagnostics 
and, finally, c) plots the conditional volatility ofthis series: 
[zlstd,vT,wT,vzl1 = residual(thopt,din,z,l); 
p~otsers(zlstd,-l, 'standardized residuals'); 
u~dents(zlstd,20, 'standardized residuals'); 
uldents(zlstd. A 2,20, 'squared standardized residuals')' 
%.The foll?wing is standard MATLAB code ' 
f~gure; whltebg ('w'); close; 
fl'1urei hold on 
aXls([l 700 O 3J); 
p+ot(sqrt(vzl),'k-'); 
tltle('conditional volatility of DM/USD excess returns'),. hold off 
and the resulting output is: 
A.C.F. ofslarw::lardized residual!¡. LBO= 11.68 
::1 '~"----"~-
.,L_ -:C--o--c--~~~~~-
10 12 14 16 16 
P AC.F. ofsquared stand<lrdized residual!¡ 
10 12 14 16 18 
P AC.F. of standatdized residwl!¡ 
~~fF~~~~~ 
., , 
61012141618 10 12 14 16 18 
Figure 14 Figure 15 
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Using previaus eode it is easy to abtaín analogous results for the JY series. 
7.4.2. A multivariate GARCH modelo 
The literature has show interest in models with time-varying conditional cavariances, but 
multivariate GARCH applications are scarce. This is due in part to difficulties in applying the gaussian 
maximum-likelihood algorithm to multivariate GARCH models. These difficulties have been implicitly 
justified by the faet that a general vector GARCH model has a large number of parameters, even far a 
maderate number of time series. Many authars suggest then simplifYing assumptions like diagonal 
structure, Bollerslev el al. (1988), constant correlations, Bollerslev (1990) or factor ARCH structures, 
Engle (1987), Diebold and Nerlove (1989). 
As Jerez et al. (1999) show, the likelihood ofmuItivariate GARCH models is ill-conditioned 
because: a) the GARCH fonnulation induces flat 1ikelihood surfaces in the surroundings ofthe maximum 
and b) when the series display high correlations - as afien happens with financial data - the maximum 
is close to the zone of the parametrie spaee where conditional covariances have negative eigenvalues. 
The interaction ofthese problems induce a extreme ill behaviar of numerical algorithms. 
The last step in our analysis consists ofestimating a diagonal GARCH (1,1) model to theDM-JY 
excess returns. As the unconditional correlation ofthese series is relatively small (.64), the iterative 
algorithm is able to converge. The following cade defines and estimates tbis model: 
% Example: VAR(l) +VGARCH(l, 1) for DM/USD-JY/USD excess returns 
load tiposc.dat 
% The variables are sorted in the following way: 
% SP, CAD, FF, BP, SF, DM, IL, DF, JY 
% Choose DM/USD and JY/USD, transform the data and compute the excess returns 
e4init; 
y=[log(tiposc (:,6)) log (tiposc (:,9)) 1; 
z=transdif{y,l,l) *100; 
;::(:,l)=z (:, l)-mean{z (:, 1)); 
z {: ,2)"';:: (: ,2) -mean(z (: ,2)); 
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% ¿he ruodel is a diagonal VAR(l) for the mean 
ph~~(O NaN,NaN O); 
sig=zeros(2)¡ 
[thetay ~ diny, l~byl =a.rma2thd { [phi], [1 , (l , [1, [5ig) , 1) ; 
% : .• wlth a dlagonal VGARCH{l,l) tor the variance 
phlel=[O NaN NaN;NaN O NaN;NaN HaN 01; 
theel=[O N?N NaN;NaN O NaN;NaN NaN 0]; 
(thetae, dlne, labe] =anna2thd ( [phiel] , [1, (theel] I [] , [zeros (3) 1, 1) ; 
% Compos~ both rnodels and pre~estimate the pararneters 
[theta,dln,labj=garc2thd(thetay,diny,thetae,dine laby labe}' 
theta=e4preest(theta,din,z); , , , 
% Check that conditional covariances are positive-definite [e2s,vT,wT,ve21 = residual(theta,din,z,l); 
auval=[] ; 
far t=1:2:size(ve2,l) 
eval=eig(ve2(t:t+l, :»; 
enduva1=[auval;rnirr(eval) max(eval)]; 
disp('*** Smallest eigenvalue: ') 
min(auval (: ,1)) 
% Selects initial conditions of the Kalman filter 
sete4opt('econd', 'zero'); 
% ••. and the ML estimates 
[thopt,it,1,g,Hl~e4min{'lfgarch',theta, ", din,z); [std,corrm,varm,Iml~i9arch(thopt,din,z); 
prtest(thopt,din,lab,z,it,l,9,H,std,corrm); 
The resulting output is: 
Smallest eigenvalue: 
ans 
0.0277 
[part of this listing has been deliberately omitted] 
******************** Results from model estimation ******************** 
Objective function: 2082.5467 
# of iterations: 49 
Information criteria: AlC ~ 6.0333, SBC 6.1053 
Parameter Estimate Std. Dev. t-test Gradient FRl(l,l) 
-0.2444 0.0318 
-7.6905 0.0016 FRl(2,2} 
-0.3002 0.0340 
-8.8158 
-0.0007 V{l,l) 1. 8096 0.2820 6.4166 0.0000 V{2,1) 1.1445 0.1553 7.3700 0.0003 V{2,2) 1. 6656 0.1708 9.7519 
-0.0001 FRl (1,1) 
-0.9729 0.0120 
-80.8656 0.0007 FRl (2,2) 
-0.9420 0.0153 
-61. 4178 0.0057 FRl(3,3) 
-0.8609 0.0350 
-24.5948 
-0.0030 ARl(I,I) 
-0.9158 0.0206 
-44.4318 
-0.0006 AR1(2,2) 
-0.8726 0.0239 
-36.5462 
-0.0060 AR1{3(3) 
-0.7390 0.0468 
-15.7981 0.0027 
************************* Correlation matrix ************************** FR1 (1, 1) 1. 00 
FR1{2,2) 0.49 1. 00 V(l,l) 0.02 0.01 1. 00 V(2,1) 0.02 0.02 0.78 1. 00 V(2,2) 0.01 0.02 0.44 0.77 1. 00 FR1(1,1) 
-0.03 -0.02 -0.27 -0.05 -0.01 1. 00 FRl(2,2) 
-0.04 -0.05 -0.22 -0.11 -0.10 0.57 1. 00 FR1(3,3) 
-0.02 -0.05 -0.18 -0.25 -0.29 0.18 0.57 1. 00 ARl (1,1) 
-0.02 -0.01 0.07 0.16 0.15 0.79 0.37 0.00 1. 00 AR1(2,2) 
-0.03 -0.04 0.03 0.14 0.19 0.55 0.80 0.24 0.63 1. 00 AR1(3,3) 
-0.01 -0.04 -0.09 -0.08 0.03 0.24 0.62 0.85 0.16 0.51 
. Condition number = 153.6100 
Rec~~rocal condition number = 0.0055 
**** ****************************************************************** 
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1.00 
The following code computes standardized residuals, conditional volatilities and conditional 
correlations: 
[e2s,VT,wT,ve2J = residual(thopt,din,z,I); 
varl=ve2(1:2:size(ve2,1),1)¡ 
var2=ve2(2:2:size(ve2,ll,2)¡ 
covI2=ve2(2:2:size(ve2,1),1); 
corr=cov12./(sqrt(var1) .*sqrt(var2)); 
~~~~r~n 
axis ([1 700 O 1)) ¡ 
plot(corr, 'k-'); 
title('Conditional correlation of DM/USD-JY/USD returns'); 
hold off 
and the result is: 
o., 
04 
o., 
o., 
o., 
eondi!iorel correlationofOMAJSD-JY!USD retums 
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 
Figure 18 
Note that the timewvarying correlation fluctuates around its unconditional value (.64) with highs 
and lows of .9-.3 respectively. A high value ofthe conditional correlation means that the comovement 
ofboth series is strong in this periodo On the contrary, low conditional correlations indicate periods when 
both currencies fluctuate independentIy. 
8. Concluding remarks 
In this paperwe have discussed E4, a MATLAB library ofstatistical and econometric algoritluns 
for state-space models. We have also shown that a wide variety ofmode!s can be handled in tbis unified 
framework: from a simple A.RTh1A mode! to a GARCH multivariate model. The examples illustrate the 
enonnous flexibility of tbis approach. 
Next releases ofE4 will provide routines for subspace-based algorithms, see Van Overschee and 
de Moor (1996), Viberg (1995), Casals (1997), VARMAX echelon modeling, see Reinsel (1993) and 
specific support for new models such as periodic V ARMAX, see Casals el al. (1998), state-space models 
wíth regime switching, see Kim and Nelson (1999) or muItiple~input/ multiple~output transfer functions, 
see Box et al. (1994). 
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APPENDIX: Summary oftbe main E4 functions. Forecasting, smoothing and simulation 
Model formulation 
form2THD Whereform maybe ARMA, SIR, TF, SS or GARC. Convertsa VARMAX 
(ARMA), structural econometric model (SIR), transfer function (TF), SS 
model (SS) or model with GARCH errors (GARC) lo THD formal. 
STACKTHD Stacks to models in THD format. 
COMP2THD Converts a stacked model in a components model in TID format. 
NEST2HD Converts a stacked model io a oested model in TlID format. 
THD2fonn Whereform may be ARMA, STR, TF or SS. Converts a model in THD format 
to the corresponding V ARMAX, structural econometric, transfer function or 
SS formulation. 
Model information 
PR1MOD Displays information about a model. 
PRTEST Displays the estimation results. 
Model estimation 
E4PREEST Computes a fast estimate ofthe parameters for a model in THD formo 
LFMOD Computes the exact log-likelihood function for a model in THD fOnD. 
LFFAST A faster version ofLFMOD. 
LFMISS Sarue as LFMOD, but allowing for missing data. 
LFGARCH Same as LFMOD, but allowing for GARCH errors. 
GMOD Computes the analyticaI gradient ofLFMOD. 
GMISS Computes the analytical gradient ofLF1\.1lSS. 
GGARCH Computes the gradient ofLFGARCH 
IMOD Computes the exact information matrix ofLFMOD and LFFASI. 
IMODG Computes the quasi-maximum likelihood infonnation matrix ofLFMOD and 
LFFAST. 
lMISS Computes the exact information matrix ofLFMISS. 
IGARCH Computes an analytical approximation to the informatioo matrix ofLFGARCH 
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FOREMOD Computes forecasts for the endogenous variables of a model in IHD formo 
FOREMISS Same as FOREMOD, but allowing for missing data. 
FOREGARC Computes forecasts for the endogenous variables and conditional vanaoces of a 
ruodel with GARCH errors. 
FISMOD Computes fixed-interval smoothing estimates of the state and observable variables 
of a model io TIID formo 
FISMISS Same as FISMOD, but allowing for missing data. 
SIMMOD Simulates the endogenous variables of a model io THD formo 
SIMGARCH Same as SIMMOD, but allowing form GARCH errors. 
E4TREND Decomposes a vector oftime series into trend, seasona1, cycle and irregular 
compooents. 
Data transformation, model specification and diagnosis 
AUGDFT Computes the augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots. 
DESCSER Displays the maio descriptive statistics for a set of time series. 
mSTSERS Displays a standardized histogram for a set of time series. 
LAGSER Generates lags and leads for a set of time series. 
MIDENTS Computes and displays the multiple autocorrelatioo and partial autoregressioo 
functions for a set oftime series. 
PLOTQQS Plots the quantile graphs for a set of time series. 
PLOTSERS Displays a pIot of centered aod standardized time series versus time. 
RESIDUAL Computes the residuals of a ruodel. 
RMEDSER Displays a sca1ed plot of sample means versuS sample standard deviations for a 
set oftime series. 
TRANSDIF Applies stationarity inducing transformations (Box-Cox and differencing) to a set 
of time series. 
UIDENTS Displays the univariate simple and partial autocorrelation functions for a set of 
time series. 
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Other functions 
E4INIT lnitializes the global toolbox options. 
E4MIN Computes the unconstrained minimum of a nonlinear function. 
SETE40PT Allows the user to modi.tY the toolbox options. 
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